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Septmber 2018 – Jim’s Issue No.81 

 

Modelling in August 2018 – by Jim 

 

Model of the Month this time was rather overshadowed ( literally it was huge) by Jez’s 

Bell UH1 Iroquois, words and photo follow, the other entrants put up a good display but 

in this case size did matter. 

Avon show was attended by Terry and our Wincanton Chapter and from what I have 

heard was just as good this year as previously. There are some photos on our facebook 

page  

The third annual model show at the Boscombe Down Aviation Collection Old Sarum 

Airfield saw a damp old day and just three of us attended( Malcolm had his Poole Scale 

Modellers and his Journalist hats on) A very good show amongst the cockpit and whole 

aircraft exhibits with refreshments in the conference room. Unfortunately a couple of 

clubs failed to turn up, I believe they were due to fly in but the weather stopped that 

nonsense. The competition was staged on the club stands, so a bit of hunting was required 

by the judges. A very good turnout and Vikings did extremely well all getting a 

certificate. Paul, Overall Gold for his figures. Terry, Bronze for 1/144 Jetstream. Myself, 

Bronze for Sir Winston Churchill ship. Even ex member Kip Watson got a mention with 

a Bronze, and was Overall Champion with his F1 Car. There is a photo of our stand on 

our web site.  We have just had the excellent weekend of the Bournemouth Air Show so 

now we are heading for autumn and time to think about Telford, specifically do we take a 

minibus on one day, and if so who is interested and who will drive. If not, just Terry and 

Greg will be representing us all weekend.   
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Model of the Month August 2018,  Bell UH1 Iroquois ( Huey)  by Jez,   

 

 

Vietnam 205 

Blame Allan Parker! A series of conversations led to Allan introducing me to Claude Du 

Pont, ex Royal Marine, ex- US Airborne LRRP who wanted someone to build a Huey to 

represent his usual ride in Vietnam in the early 1970’s. Claude had the Revell 1/24
th

 kit of 

the Huey B, the short fuselage version, but felt that he wouldn’t be able to complete it. 

Unable to resist a challenge I took on the commission. 

The kit is an old one with all the shortcomings of kits of this age, some quite unsubtle 

moldings and figures that make a seated Buddha look animated. So to the build – I started 

with the interior of the cockpit and cabin. Pilots’ seats were given a bit more detail and 

the two aircrew underwent quite drastic alterations to place hands on various controls and 

heads repositioned for better effect. Gunsights and other small additions were made to the 

cockpit and the overhead view screens were painted using glass paint to get the 

“greenhouse” effect. The crew cabin was stripped out and new seating added using 

micro-tubing and masking tape. E-mail conversations with Claude provided details of 

colours and other small but relevant details. 

There are not very many good 1/24
th

 scale figures around but a trip to Frome Model 

Centre provided me with the Tamiya rally mechanics set as a basis for the two gunners. 

Again surgery was required to get the positions needed- a lot of Duro went into both body 

and uniform at this stage. Claude’s information indicated that the weapons carried were 

not all standard, but varied according to crew choice and mission. The MA2 .50 caliber 

machine guns were sourced from Shapeways, a 3D printing company. and are superb. 

The mounts were concocted from various bit from the rally mechanics set – a bonus this! 

The X-134 mini guns had to be scratch built. A combination of laser cut profiles, styrene 

tubing and Matt’s micro tubing (what did we do before Albion Alloys?) allowed a 

reasonable representation of this modern Gatling gun. The belt feeds were part of the 

original kit. 

Painting. The helicopter was quite straight forward, Undercoat, having masked off the 

interior and screens, then dark grey (not black) in areas for stripes, then kabuki tape to 

mask off the stripes followed by the OD final coat. Once the tape was stripped off I was 

pleased with the result and only a little touching up was needed. Weathering was quite 

light except for the smoke effects on the exhaust and area where the downdraft dirties up 

the tail. The figures were a different matter. The pilots had been done in simple OD but 

the gunners, I decided, would be in tiger stripe kit. Almost a mistake! Very complex in 

the original with at least 4 different colours and spots as well as stripes, the first attempts 

were disastrous. I finally decided to simplify the situation, used just three colours and 

focused on the stripes only. End result I was actually pleased! 

Claude came to collect the finished article at the meeting and his reaction justified the 

effort put in. I get the impression he was rather pleased with the end result. He bought 

some very interesting photos of his time in Vietnam and we spent a long time talking.  

Cont- 
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When you are able to get the information directly from the people involved it does let you 

take the modelling to a new level – both in terms of the details and, when you get it right, 

the level of satisfaction.  Added to that the bonus of winning MoM so I was well chuffed. 

Thanks to all of you 

Jez 

 

 

 
Photo by John Levesley.  More on webpage 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 November 20
th

 to November 24
th

 The Broadstone Players Theatre Company are 

presenting the play Journeys End, set in the trenches March 1918.  As we are 

commemorating the centenary of the ending of the First World War, the director, Peter 

Watson would like to make it more of an experience than just a play. To this end there 

will be boards around the hall containing the stories of some of the Broadstone men who 

lost their lives in the Great War, some photos and it was thought we, the Vikings, might 

like to display some relevant models. I can be there to look after them, so if anybody has 

any WW1 related items, and is willing to have them displayed could you please let me 

(Jim) know as soon as possible. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 

** Malcolm’s own web-site  https://malcolmvlowe.wordpress.com also has info  

 

---------  

 

https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/
http://www.winkton.net/malcolmlowe.htm


 

 

 

  

  

Forthcoming Shows 

2018 
 

September 15th  

September 22nd/23rd  

September 29th  

October 13th/14th  

November 10th/11th  

November 25th  

December  
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Farnborough  
Euro Miniature Expo  
Abingdon  
Tank Mod  
Scale Model World  
Bugle Call  
--  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Camberly, GU15 2PQ  
Folkstone, CT20 2DZ  
OX14 1BB  
Bovington  
Telford  
Nailsea, BS48 2HN  

 
 
 
 
 
 
We have a stand  
 
 
We have a stand 
We have a stand  
 

 

 

-  
Courtesy  Trevor 
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